GER 101 Elementary German

4 Hours

Prerequisites: None

4 hours weekly (4-0)

Emphasis on grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and composition. Language laboratory is required.

This course is also offered as part of a study abroad program. Contact the International Education Coordinator for more information.

GER 102 Elementary German

4 Hours

Prerequisites: GER 101 or consent of instructor

4 hours weekly (4-0)

Continuation of GER 101 with new vocabulary, reading of German prose, oral practice, and writing. The grammatical structures of the language will be studied, expanding to past tenses and the subjunctive. Language laboratory is required.

GER 201 Intermediate German

4 Hours

Prerequisites: GER 102 or consent of instructor

4 hours weekly (4-0)

Review and application of essential principles of German grammar structure and training in idiomatic usage through oral and written exercises; intensive practice of spoken language; reading of German literature with emphasis on cultural aspects of the German-speaking world, arts, and civilizations. In addition, an oral exam will be part of the course. Language Laboratory is required.

GER 202 Intermediate German

IAI – H1 900

4 Hours

Prerequisites: GER 201 or consent of instructor

4 hours weekly (4-0)

Continuation of GER 201 with summary of grammatical aspects of the language; refining conversational skills; strong emphasis on enhanced writing skills; and rapid reading of representational German language prose, arts, and cultures. In addition, composition writing and an oral exam will be part of the course. Language laboratory is required.